
Intent & Long-Term Plan

English- reading



At Co-op Academy Woodslee, we believe that ‘Reading is Everything’.

At Co-op Academy Woodslee, we are determined that EVERY child will learn to read and read well. We ensure fidelity to one phonics
system- Read Write Inc (RWI). RWI is a full systematic, synthetic phonics programme in alignment with DFE requirements; it was developed
by Ruth Miskin and is used by more than a quarter of the UK’s primary schools. RWI  is designed to create fluent readers and confident
speakers. Children begin the RWI programme in Foundation Stage One (nursery) and follow it until they graduate from the programme,
usually by the autumn term of Year Two. We teach phonics to match the child’s stage of development, not age, and  each child is taught in
a ‘Goldilocks’ group. This means it is not too hard and not too easy- it is just right! Groups are reviewed every half term and children
groups are reallocated based upon the children’s progress and development. If a child has not made the progress that they should have
done, they are tutored in a separate reading session to help them to catch up.

Once children have mastered the RWI programme, they begin their journey with Pathways to Read. Pathways to read is a programme
designed to equip pupils from Year Two onwards with key skills to move them through the reading process towards becoming competent
and fluent readers. They learn to use key comprehension strategies to  summarise, clarify, compare, infer, predict and retrieve. They
analyse the author’s  effective language and vocabulary choices and  integrate the structure and organisation of texts.

Our ambitious reading curriculum is fully aligned with our writing curriculum; themes and texts go hand in hand, ensuring engaging and
purposeful reading lessons.

At Co-op Academy Woodslee, we place great emphasis on reading for pleasure. We  have a fabulous library named ‘The Hyland Hub’ that
is filled with books from a plethora of genres. Our book selection is catalogued  on our  on-line library manager system so that children can
withdraw and return books to read for pleasure at home. The Hyland Hub library  is complemented by  cosy book corners that are found  in
every classroom where our children are encouraged to  chill, relax and read. Children take two books home every week. One book is a
levelled book and closely matched to the child’s growing reading ability; the other is a reading for pleasure book for children to read
independently or share with their grown ups at home. Tempting incentives are on offer  to encourage our children  to read regularly at
home. Through our ‘Reading Rainbow Scheme’ children are rewarded with certificates and wrist bands for hitting reading milestones. Every
half term, a reading hero is chosen from every class and celebrated  in our Half Term Heroes assembly.

In Foundation Stage One and Foundation Stage Two (Nursery and Reception) children learn to blend sounds. Our reading mascot, Fred
the Frog, is a fun character who can only say and read words in pure sounds. He helps our staff to introduce children to letters, sounds and



words in a fun, dynamic and fast paced way. We call these ‘Fred Games’. Children are taught to read single letter sounds speedily and
blend them into words. They are taught some digraphs (such as sh, ch, igh)- we call them Special Friends because they are two or three
letters that make one sound. In reception, children read short, phonetically decodable passages based on the letter sounds that they have
learnt- these are called Ditties. Once confident, they move on to longer story books that are closely matched to their rapidly increasing
phonics knowledge.

In Year 1, children build upon all of their learning from the year before. They continue to read books from the RWI programme that become
progressively more challenging.  Every lesson starts with a Speedy Sounds session, where children practise the single sounds and Special
Friends they have been taught so far and new sounds are introduced. They are also taught how to read ‘alien words’,  how to spell using
‘Fred Fingers’ and how to read multisyllabic words. In the summer term of Year One, all children are assessed in the national phonics
screening check and parents are informed if their child has met the standard or not. Children who do not meet the standard will be
supported to catch up in Year Two and beyond for as long as is necessary.

In Year 2, many children will have graduated from the RWI programme by the end of the Autumn Term and thus they move onto the
Pathways to Read programme. (Children continue following the RWI programme until they are confident readers). Using high quality texts
that go hand in hand with their writing lessons, children learn to explain and discuss their understanding of what they have read and
listened to and ask and answer questions. They discuss the sequence of events in books and retell a wider range of stories. Children make
inferences on the basis of what is said and done and predict what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far. They are
introduced to non-fiction books and they also discuss their favourite words and phrases. By the end of Year 2, children are ready for their
reading SAT assessment test.

In Years 3 and 4, progression is made through the key comprehension strategies. Children predict what might happen from details stated
and implied. They read books that are structured in different ways and identify how language, structure, and presentation contribute to
meaning. Children discuss words and phrases that capture the reader’s interest and imagination. Vocabulary is rapidly growing as children
explore the meaning of words in context. Building upon prior knowledge, they continue to ask questions to improve their understanding of
a text. Children retrieve and record information from non-fiction as well as fiction texts. Through their reading, children identify main ideas
drawn from more than one paragraph and summarise these.  Inferences are also drawn out by inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and
motives from their actions and justified  with evidence.

In Years 5 and 6, children continue to build upon prior learning of vocabulary by  exploring the meaning of increasingly more challenging
words in context. They continue to develop their skills of retrieval by asking questions and retrieving and recording information from fiction
and non fiction texts. Main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph are summarised, identifying key details, using skills of skimming and
scanning. When drawing inferences, children learn to identify evidence of characters that challenge stereotypes and surprise the reader. In



addition, they make inferences about the perspective of the author from what is written and implied. More complex narratives are read
(e.g. narratives with flashbacks or with different viewpoints) and children learn how to make predictions by referring to the text to  support
their opinions. By commenting on the structural choices the author has made, children explain and analyse how such choices support the
author’s theme and convey different messages. Children discuss and evaluate how authors use language, including figurative language,
considering the impact on the reader and they make comparisons within and across texts.



Progression of Story books: Read Write Inc (EYFS- Y2)
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